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Hon. Robert Tierney

GVSHP, like many other preservationists and neighbors of the building, are
anxious to see its fate settled and its permanent preservation ensured. We

Andrew Berman

z3zEastrrthstreet Dear Chair Tierney:
New York, New York roooS
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" I write regarding the status of the above-referenced property, which the
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www.gvshporg Landmarks Preservation has calendared and heard for landmark designation. I
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with a vote to orrrciallv designate the

Presifunt of the Board

MaryAnnArisman We remain extremely grateful to the Commission for its swift action to protect

this wonderful historic structure when we first brought the threat of its
demolition to the agency's attention in the surnmer of 2006. We are also
extremely grateful for the work the Commission has done since then to ensure

secretary,riea.,u,z,. the building was not demolished. However, it has been over eyear and a half
Katherineschoonovn' since the Commission first held a hearing about designation of the building, and

Trustees

John Bacon

ffJ":,T""::;^"" understand that several steps have been taken in that direction, and that the
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owners have chosen to have the building listed on the State and National
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il::#f::r" permanent preservation and a public process to guide it, with oversight by the
Peter Mullart Landmarks Preservation Commission. We feel that this architectural and

il|]i]:":::i historic gem continues to be imminently worthy of such an honor and such a
Jonathan Russo designatiOn.

As always, we are willing to help in any way we can with this process. Please
F Anthonv Zunino ltt do not hesitate to let me know if there is any way we can be of assistance.
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